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Abstract—In the paper we consider quantum (δ, )-hash functions in so called phase form (phase
quantum (δ, )-hash function). It is known that -biased sets generate phase quantum (δ, )-
hash function. We show that the construction is invertible, that is, phase quantum (δ, )-hash
function deﬁnes -biased sets. Next, we present an eﬃcient (in the sense of time and qubits needed)
Branching program construction for phase quantum (δ, )-hash function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hashing is important tool in Computer Science and Cryptography. In [1] explicitly deﬁned a notion
of quantum hashing as a generalization of classical hashing and presented examples of quantum hash
functions. Unlike classical hash functions that are secure under some computational assumptions, these
functions have “unconditionally one-way” property based on Holevo Theorem [2].
Recall that in the classical setting a cryptographic hash function h should be computed eﬃciently
and should have the following properties (see for example [3]). (1) Pre-image resistance: Given h(x),
it should be diﬃcult to ﬁnd x, that is, these hash functions are one-way functions. (2) Second pre-
image resistance: Given x1, it should be diﬃcult to ﬁnd an x2, such that h(x1) = h(x2). (3) Collision
resistance: It should be diﬃcult to ﬁnd any pair of distinct x1, x2, such that h(x1) = h(x2). Note, that
there are no classical one-way functions that are known to be provably more diﬃcult to invert than to
compute, the security of such cryptographic hash functions is “computationally conditional.”
In the paper we consider a quantum hash function construction based on -biased sets [4]. Such a
function ψ : Fq → (H2)⊗s hashes elements of ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq into the s-qubit quantum states. The notion
of (δ, )-hash function combines the notion of pre-image (one-way) quantum δ-resistance property and
the notion of quantum collision -resistance property. These properties are quantum generalizations of
classical one-way resistance and collision resistance properties required for classical hash functions. We
show that the construction of quantum hash function based on small biased set is reversible.
An important part of the one-way property is computational eﬃciency. In this paper we show that
the considered construction of quantum (δ, )-hash function can be computed eﬃciently in the model of
Quantum Branching Programs (QBP) [5]. We consider two complexity measures: a number of qubits
that a QBP uses for computation and a number of computational steps (or instructions) that QBP
performs. Such a QBP for the function ψ : Fq → (H2)⊗s requires s = O(log log q) qubits and performs
log q steps.
We prove that the proposed QBP construction is optimal. That is, we prove lower bounds of
Ω(log log q) for the memory and Ω(log q) for the time of quantum (δ, )-hash function implementation.
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